
Oneiric Triptych



He Walks in Her Sleep

it was an endlessly floating phantom
of night on the point of dissolving into immensity,
immense in itself
Herman Broch, from The Death of Virgil

Of unreason

On its own

Like a crazy cat fun-ambulating

Or coming out of an ore collectively

Created from the heat of unrequited lust

So it breeds a field

A sort of phantasy space

where there is a dying to come together

In its zone

World soul Secure

Bridge between a moon below

& a sun above

plain, dark, and obscured

Until taking full advantage of chance

We’re walking the dangerous line between them

Alchemically Honed

Fed pain from a botched-up broken bone

Alembic open from an autumn’s final fall

My third self-inflicted c(harm of 11 / 30 / 16

Earning me a C in retrograde’s movement

Forgetting to take painkillers that evening

And the blinding cry’s juice it yields

A memorable drink to wash all bitter pills away.



Like karezza sexualis (retention)

In the trance of swapna (dreaming)

Allowed to be unimpeded by inhibitions

Carried to fruition in the hidden recesses of sleep

Bound

A confused contradiction

Under the anchored eye

Is a formula completing itself

That’s no lie,  but the way it is

Weren’t the texts enough

She asked perhaps herself

What gets put in is what comes out

Of collaborations’ gone solitary

With long letters written to a self ever stranger

Behind the mind’s mouth shut

Reason bleeds

Dry

Hells

The long haul

Ever extracting

The Stripped down

Self’s an extrusion

Unwound a round between

A halved soul

That’s had.



Myth Mouth

Our star Sun makes the body earlier

Than the word

Steps out of mouth

Returns on the first breath when falling asleep

To climb back in

Digesting

    Makes a dream

    Come through

    The veil

Forming myths

Generate a life

Sign – Hands up

In the trance

    Hands down,

    Laying out cards

    Played or forgotten

    Are there

With matters’

Ceremonial day

Table set

& Serving.



For Those Dreamers

The Moon is Full

Memories

Some distinct

The juice of an orange

Brought up on the sun

Making its way into the stomach

Cellular store

Others,

How you appear in 

Their dreams mean there

Our pets—we are animals too

Replace and place

        Mem   –  or  –  rise
(hanged man)

– Or -ries

But trees with roots

That extend all the way

Into every waking membrane

Don’t forget they take

The form of food

& the realization

Is skin

Then

Deep

Sleep.
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